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Propose a new approach for Demand-Side 

Management for residential consumers, in the 

context of Smart Grids 

 

Objectives 
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Demand-Side Management: everything made at consumer side (e.g. 

efficiency programs, pricing models, DLC); 

Literature focus: pricing models and decentralized DLC; 

Our contributions: 

• New day-ahead scheduling model to reduce consumption cost of a 

consumer’s group represented by an aggregator; 

• A cooperative approach to divide the total cost; 

• Centralized approach intending to also reduce PAR. 
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Scenario considered: 

 

Methodology 
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• Set of consumers 𝑁 represented by the aggregator; 

• Each consumer 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁  has  household appliances of tree types: 

uncontrollable (e.g. refrigerator and TV), interrupted controllable (e.g. 

PEV and AC) and uninterrupted controllable (e.g. washing machine); 

• Decision variables: decide whether the controllable appliance 𝑎 of the 

consumer 𝑛 is on at time 𝑡; 

• Constraints: user’s preferences 

• Starting and finishing time: 

 𝑥𝑛,𝑎,𝑡

𝛽𝑛,𝑎

𝑡=𝛼𝑛,𝑎

= 𝑑𝑛,𝑎   ∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁   ∀a ∈ 𝐴𝑛 
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 𝑥𝑛,𝑎,𝑡
𝑡<𝛼𝑛,𝑎
𝑡>𝛽𝑛,𝑎

= 0   ∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁   ∀a ∈ 𝐴𝑛 

 

• Uninterrupted loads: 

𝑥𝑛,𝑎,𝑡 − 𝑥𝑛,𝑎,𝑡+1 + 𝑥𝑛,𝑎,𝑡+𝑘 ≤ 1 ∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁   ∀a ∈ 𝐴𝑛
∀𝑘 = 2,⋯ , 𝑑𝑛,𝑎 − 1

∀𝑡 = 𝛼𝑛,𝑎, ⋯ , 𝛽𝑛,𝑎 − 𝑘

 

• Power curve: 

𝑃𝑡 =  𝑤𝑛,𝑡 +  𝐿𝑛,𝑎𝑥𝑛,𝑎,𝑡
a∈𝐴𝑛𝑛∈𝑁
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• Pricing Models: 

• Peak Pricing (PP) model: 

min
x
 𝜋𝑡𝛿

𝑡∈𝑇

𝑃𝑇 + 𝜆max
𝑡∈𝑇
𝑃𝑇 

= min
x
 𝜋𝑡𝛿

𝑡∈𝑇

𝑃𝑇 + 𝜆𝑦 

   s.t. 

𝑦 ≥ 𝑃𝑡     ∀t ∈ T 
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• Pricing Models: 

• Inclining Block Rates (IBR) model: 

𝜂𝑡(𝑃𝑡) =  
𝜋𝑡 , 0 ≤ 𝑃𝑡 ≤ 𝑅𝑡
𝜋𝑡𝜌𝑡, 𝑃𝑡 ≥ 𝑅𝑡

 

min
x
 𝜂𝑡(𝑃𝑡)𝛿

𝑡∈𝑇

𝑃𝑇 

= min
x
 𝑧𝑡
𝑡∈𝑇

 

   s.t. 

𝑧𝑡 ≥ 𝜋𝑡𝑃𝑡     ∀t ∈ T 

𝑧𝑡 ≥ 𝜋𝑡𝜌𝑡𝑃𝑡 + 𝜋𝑡 1 − 𝜌𝑡 𝑅𝑡        ∀t ∈ T 
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• Cost Sharing (Shapley Value): 

• Set 𝐶 ⊆ 𝑁 a coalition of consumers; 

• Characteristic function 𝑣(𝐶) is the result of the optimization problem 

defined before; 

• Payoff/payment of consumer 𝑛 defined as 𝜙𝑛; 

• Aggregator’s objective: split 𝑣(𝑁) between the participants in a fair 

manner; 

Methodology 
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• Cost Sharing (Shapley Value): 

• When using Shapley Value, no participant has the incentive to quit 

the grand coalition 𝑁; 

• The method is based on the contribution of each participant to the 

DSM program; 

• It is efficient, symmetric, linearly and has null player property: 

𝜙𝑛 =  
𝐶 ! 𝑁 − 𝐶 − 1 !

𝑁 !
𝑣(𝐶⋃ 𝑛 ) − 𝑣(𝐶)

𝐶⊆𝑁\*𝑛+
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• Example: 

• Set with 3 consumers (𝑁 = *1,2,3+), all with the same base load; 

• TOU tariffs: 

 

 

 

• Controllable loads: 
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• Example: 

• Coalition values: 

 

 

 

 

• Payoff of each participant: 

𝜙1 = $ 5.45 

𝜙2 = $ 5.60 

𝜙3 = $ 6.51 
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• Example: 

• Controllable loads scheduling: 
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• Simulation results: 

• Set with 7 consumers (128 coalition values - 2|𝑁| subgroups); 

• Same TOU as example. For IBR, price multiplier 𝜌𝑡 = 1.2; 

• First results: threshold 𝑅𝑡 equal peak load from the peak pricing 

optimization for each coalition: 
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• Simulation results: 

• Decentralized versus centralized cases: 
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No differences: 
value of 

boundary is 
optimal 



• Simulation results: 

• Decentralized versus centralized cases: 
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PAR reduction: 
2.29 to 1.95 



• Simulation results: 

• Decentralized versus centralized cases: 
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PAR reduction: 
2.34 to 1.95 



• Simulation results: 

• Impact of threshold choices on IBR model: two values for 𝑅𝑡: 

1. larger than the peak load from the solution of the peak pricing 

optimization; 

PAR = 2.09 

2. equal to the mean consumption resulting from the peak pricing 

solution; 

PAR = 2.18 

• The choice of the threshold value is very important to IBR 

efficiency: if too large or too tiny, the model does not have any 

incentive to optimize the peak-to-average ratio. 
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• Peak pricing model focuses on PAR minimization (it penalizes the peak 

consumption, what causes demand flattening);  

• In a centralized approach, this pricing model has more degrees of 

freedom to allocate loads, which results in an always win solution, from 

consumers’ point of view; 

• However, the optimization is more costly in terms of running time; 

• Inclining block rates can reduce the peak, but it depends largely on the 

choice of price multiplier and the threshold; 

• It has the advantage to generate good results in a decentralized 

scenario and to be faster in terms of running time, although the optimal 

PAR is always given in the centralized optimization; 

• Therefore, it can be a good decentralized control option. 
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• We proposed an optimal, autonomous and centralized load scheduling 

model in order to minimize the total electricity cost and also flatten 

consumption pattern; 

• Our approach considers a group of consumers represented by an 

aggregator and the attempt to also minimize the system PAR, allowing 

small consumers to participate in the wholesale market and minimizing 

some operational costs of the DSO.  

• Simulation results confirm that the proposed approach can reduce 

consumers’ energy cost and the PAR. 

Conclusions 
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• As future work, it is necessary to develop methods to reduce the 

running time of the optimization model; 

• In addition, the Shapley Value calculation is a combinatorial problem 

and it should be necessary to implement other calculation methods; 

• Moreover, it should be interesting to seek for more cooperative 

approaches to decentralize the scheduling optimization, avoiding 

computational complexity at the same time as reinforcing information 

security; 

• Finally, it would be interesting to test the proposed approach in real 

data from Brazilian consumption patterns. 
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